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Abstract

The motivation for the following paper were three models for a variant of a UNIX based mul-
tiprocessor operating system that was developed at the Institute for mathematical machines and
dataprocessing IV [Jung 91]. These models were formerly analyzed by Markovian methods to get
performance measures and the measurements of the real system were also available. This models had
the following problems :

� Class switching is allowed.
There are more job classes in the system available which can switch their class. The problem
then is that the number of jobs in each class is not longer constant but depends on the time
when you examine the system.

� Jobs have priorities with a mixed priority strategy.
That means that some job classes can be preempted but others not.

To reduce the time to analyze the system a new approximate technique is developed. The tech-
nique is based on the well known 'Mean Value Analysis' (MVA). This new technique can be applied
to open and closed queueing networks.

1 Description of the System

In this section three models of a UNIX-based multiprocessor operating systems [Jung91] are presented.
For these models we developed a new technique to compute the performance measures as these models
can not be analyzed with standard techniques.

1.1 System assumptions

� the network is closed and there are K jobs in the system.

� there are several job classes in the system and class switching is allowed.

� the service times are exponentially distributed.

� the peripheral device system consists of three magnetic tapes.

� the system has three job classes user, kern, driv with the priority order driv > kern > user.

� jobs in the context user can always be preempted by driv and kern jobs. Other preemptions are
not possible.

� the system is in steady state.
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� the standard parameters are

K = 10 pio = 0:05 suser = 0:25:::20:0
No.Apu = 2 pdone = 0:01=0:005 skern = 1:0

pdrivdone = 0:4 sdriv = 0:5

� model of a UNIX-job [Jung91]
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Figure 1: The monoprocessor model

1.2 The Monoprocessor-Model
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Figure 2: The monoprocessor model

The model shown in the �gure above is called monoprocessor model. In an abstract way we have a closed
queueing network with three job classes where class switching is allowed. At the CPU we have a mixture
of a preemptive- and nonpreemptive service strategy. A condition for this system is that at any time at
most one job can be active at the CPU.

1.3 The Master-Slave-Model

For this model, shown in the next picture, we have the same assumptions as in the monoprocessor-model
but now we have two so called APU's. These are additional coprocessors that work together with the
main CPU. In addition to the monoprocessor model it is assumed that only jobs in the context user can
be processed on the APU. If APU and CPU are both free and a user job is in the queue then it is decided
randomly on which processor (CPU or APU) the job is serviced.
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Figure 3: The master slave model

1.4 The Associated-Processor-Model

The assumptions are the same as in the master-slave-model but now kernel jobs are allowed to be pro-
cessed at the APU. Because of the fact that kernel jobs have higher priority than user jobs, preemption
is also possible at the APU.

1.5 Problems of the Models

The models of this operating systems have the following characteristics :

� class switching is allowed.

� there is a mixed priority strategy (preemptive and nonpreemptive job classes)

Because of these characteristics it is not possible to analyze the models with standard analysis techniques
like mean value analysis.

2 Computation Time

Because of the fact that one can not use standard product-form analysis techniques, it seems to be
necessary to use simulation or Markovian analysis to get performance measures.

2.1 Simulation

At �rst we tried to get performance measures by simulation. The problem was that even with such a
simple queueing model it took about two days to get performance measures for the standard parameter
set and suser = 0:25. But this is too long if you want to analyze the system in many di�erent scenarios
or if you want to optimize the system.

2.2 Markovian Analysis

The next step was to analyze the models with Markovian techniques. For this we used the Markov
analyzerMOSES [BGJZ94]. This is a tool where one can specify the system very easily. The tool then
generates the underlying Markov chain and solves the set of equations. With this tool it was possible
to reduce the computation time considerably compared with simulation. The computation time for the
monoprocessor model with the same set of parameters as in the simulation model was about one minute
and the computation time for the associated processor model was at about 25 minutes. This is short
compared to simulation but still very long if one wants to analyze the system for a wide set of parameter
values.
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2.3 Approximate Analysis of the Models

Because of the long computation time of Markovian analysis and simulation, we developed a new approx-
imate technique that allows a very fast evaluation of each of the three systems. The nice thing about this
new technique is that it is used together with existing analysis techniques like mean value analysis but
the still existing analysis technique need not be changed. We do not extend MVA to solve the system
but we change the model of the system so that it can be solved by MVA.
The principle of this new technique is shown in the following picture.
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Figure 4: Principle of the analysis technique

In the rest of the paper we show how to extend a standard analysis technique to analyze the operating
system models. As standard analysis technique, we choose the mean value analysis but our new technique
is not only restricted to this analysis technique and can also be used for other analysis techniques like
SCAT and convolution.

3 Development of the new Technique

3.1 Networks with Class Switching

The �rst problem that has to be solved is class switching. If class switching is allowed the number of
jobs in a class is not constant. To solve this problem the concept of chains [Munt73] is used. A chain is
a set of classes in which a job can not switch from one chain to another chain. Every class of a chain can
be reached by every other class in that chain but not from classes of other chains. If all classes can be
reached by every other class we have only one chain. If class switching is not allowed then the number
of chains is the number of classes. Therefore the number of jobs in each chain is constant and the only
thing one has to do is to transform the class parameters into chain parameters. Then you can analyze
the system on chain measures and retransform the chain performance measures into class performance
measures after the computation is done.

3.2 Networks with Class Switching and Mixed Priority Strategy

The key idea to solve the problem of the mixed priority strategy is the technique of the shadow server
[Sevc77] which is originally applicable to networks with a pure preemptive priority strategy. The idea of
this technique is to split the R-class server into R single-class servers (one service station per job-class).
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Figure 5: Principle of the shadow technique
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To simulate the impact of preemption one has to increase iteratively the service times for jobs with lower
priority. After the iteration has been �nished the new service times are used to compute the performance
measures with the mean value analysis. In [Kauf84] a modi�cation of the shadow technique is introduced
to get better results because the original shadow technique is not very exact. To deal with any mixed
priority strategy the set �r is de�ned as the set of jobs that can not be preempted by a class r job
[BoGr94,Grei93]. Additionally it is assumed that r 62 �r. With the help of Kaufman's extension of the
shadow technique and the set �r it is possible to formulate an algorithm for any mixed priority strategy
with class switching [BoGr94,Grei93].

1. determine the chains in the network

2. transform the original model into the shadow model

3. set �ij ;r = 0

4. compute

~�ij ;r =

8<
:

�ir;r � sir;r if r = j

0 otherwise

sij ;r =

8>>><
>>>:

si;r

1�
P
s2�r

1
 is;s

� ~�is;s
if r = j

0 otherwise

 ij ;r =

8>><
>>:

%(r)[1� %(r)] + �(r) � %(r + 1)

%(r)[1� %(r)]2 + �(r) � %(ir; r)
if r = j

0 otherwise

�(r) =
X
k2�r

�ij ;r

!r;k

!r;k =
sik
sir

%(r) =
X
k2�r

�ik;k

Here sir is the original service time of a a class r job at node i in the original network. For nodes
with sij ;r = 0 the visit ratios must be zero. The rest of the visit ratios remain unchanged.

5. transform the class values into chain values (to di�erentiate between class values and chain values
the chain values will be marked with *).

6. compute the performance measures of the transformed shadow model with the MVA.

7. retransform chain values into class values
If the ��ij ;r (chain value) in two following steps di�er less than " stop the iteration. Otherwise go
back to step 4.
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3.3 Shadow Technique and Extended M/M/m Node

In the following we introduce a new type of node - the so called extended M/M/m-node. This new node
type plays a major role in the UNIX multiprocessor models. The special feature of this node is that it
has n job classes that are ordered in priority. The CPU can be entered by all job classes while the so
called APU (associate processing unit) can only be entered by the job classes v::n(1 � v � n). This
means that the priority of the job depends on which service station it enters. This new node is shown in
the following picture.

CPU

m

1
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Figure 6: Extended M/M/m-node (original form)

Let � be the set which contains the highest priority of the job that can enter the service station (CPU,
APU). In a general case if one has a so called generalized extended M/M/m node [Grei93] � contains
normally more than two elements. In [BoGr94,Grei93] it is shown that in the shadow algorithm only the
step for computing the mean service time sij ;r has to be changed in the following way :

8 c 2 � : sij ;r =

8>>><
>>>:

sir

1�
P

s�c;s2�r

1
 is;s

� ~�is;s
if r = j

0 otherwise

4 Graphical representation of the results
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Figure 7: Comparison of ther results for the models
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For this results, the standard parameter set with pio = 0:01 is used. The computation time for each of
the graphs was less than one second and as can be seen, the results of the new approximate technique
are very close to the original results.

5 Conclusion

With the help of this new techniques it is possible to analyze the presented operating system models.
The time to compute the performance measures for each of the three models was less than one second
and the di�erences between the original results (which we got from measurements on the real system)
and the approximated results were very small. Because of the very good results of these approximate
formulas it is planned to develop queueing models for other operating systems (like MACH or BS2000)
and to use this new technique to analyze the system.
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